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Taylor, Morgan, Wilkinson
and Jackson Issued Bids
By Honor Frat
Under the direction of President E. C. Ray, Tiger Brothehood met Wednesday night and
issued bids
to the
following
mernbers of the senior class: A.
W. Taylor, J. W. Morgan, J. C.
Wilkinson, and R. V. Jackson.
Tiger Brotherhood is a local
organization formed in 1928 for
the purpose of banding together
members of the Clemson student
"body who are outstanding in
their activities to promote the
growth and betterment of Clemson College. Stress is placed upon character and high ideals.
Prominent Students
Taylor of Charleston is president of Phi Psi, national textile
fraternity; member of Scabbard
and Blade; and holds the rank
of Lieutenant Colonel.
Morgan from Savnaah holds
the Tank of Captain in the cadet
corps and is a prominent member of American Society of Civil
Engineers.
(Continued on page 2)

JOYNER SELECTED TO
CAPTAIN[SENIOR UNIT
Lachicotte, Dorn, Dunlap Lever, To Serve As Company Lieutenants
N. P. Joyner of Ward, a senior in the School of Vocational
Ag. Education, was the successful candidate for captain in the
recent election of officers for
the Senior Non-R. O. T. C. company A, 1st Regiment of the
Clemson brigade.
Other officers elected included
W. S. Lachicotte, senior in Electrical Engineering from
Charlotte, Executive Lieutenant; R.
W. Dorn of St. Matthews and in
the School of General Science,
Assistant Executive Lieutenant;
and J. H. Lever of Columbia
and F. A. Dunlap of Rock Hill,
1st Lieutenants in commana of
Platoons.
The Senior Non-R. O. T. C.
company is the only division of
the
Clemson brigade which
elects its officers. The scheme
of election was put into operation for the first time this semester.
Although
A-l Company
is
composed entirely of JNIon-R. O.
T. C. Seniors, it is run in accordance with all Clemson Cadet
Regulations and as a regular
unit of the Clemson Corps.

VETERANS PUSHED BY
FIGHTING SOPHOMORES
Clemson, Sept.— Three sophomore ends are expected to come
along for a lot of heavy duty
with Clemson's Tigers in
the
next two
months.
Letterman
Tom McConnell and Gus Goins
are holding down tthe positions
now and will probably continue
as starters, but Carl Black, Wister Jackson and Joe Payne are
in for a lot of relief work. Fast
development of these three will
give the Tigers their best flank
protection in recent years.

ANNUAL EDITOR

T. E. Stanley, of Marlon,
S. C, under whose able direction work on tine 1938
edition of TAPS is several
months ahead of schedule.
Editor Stanley devoted the
entire summer to bringing
the art work to completion
tjiereby assuring k a minimum of delay in production
of the annual, photographers will be on the Clemson
campus Monday to begin
photo work

STANLEY COMPLETES
ART WDRRJOR TAPS

Tigers Have
Fair Chance
To Win Tilt

Freshmen Dance To Music
of Stringfellow's Buccaneers and Greene'
Jungaleers

With a swing, a sway, and a
whirl,
the Clemson
1937-38
dance program got under way
Friday night with the presentation or the annual Freshman
Hop.
Given in honor of the
726 members of the Class of '41,
the series proved to be one of
the liveliest of recent years.
^ Maestro
Bill
Stringfellow's
Carolina
Buccaneers,
popular
swing outfit from Asheville, N.
C, furnished rhythm for the
Friday night dance.
Featuring
one of the hotter brass sections,
the band presented the type of
music particularly .popular with
the present day college dance set
Throaty vocalizations were rendered in a charming manner by
Miss Kitty Knowlan.
Jungaleers Smooth
Original plan of the Central
Dance Association called for a
Friday night dance to replace
the traditional Saturday night
hop which customarily follows
the P. C. game. By popular demand of' the corps of cadets, a
Saturday night dance was held
in addition.
Clemson's< own
orchestra, the Jungaleers, played
for this hop, and though they
(Continued on page five)

Officers Elected
By First Sergeants

Sweeney, Carlson, And Troy
Named To Head
Photographers To Visit the
Organization
Campus Monday To Snap
Students
At a meeting of First Sergeants' Club last Tuesday evenTAPS
ing, officers were elected. J. O.
Work on the 193 8 Taps is Sweeney was elected president;
now well under way. Editor-in- Paavo Carlson,
vice-president;
chief T. E. Stanley reports that and H. P. Roy, secretary and
all the departments of his staff treasurer.
are working hard and remarkSweeney, who is from Anderable progress has been made.
son, is majoring in mechanical
The Art work has already engineering.
Carlson
is from
been completed and sent to At- Brooklyn, New York and is a
lanta for engraving, two months student
of architecture. Troy
sooner than ever before.
This who is from Denmark, is majorgives the editors a good start ing in general science.
on the work ahead and will enThe First Sergeants' Club, a
able them to take more time in local organization, was founded
developing the layout of our an- in order to aid the first sernual and taking care of minute geants in solving the difficulties
details.
arising from their duties.
(Continued on page eight)

Roving Reporter Intrepidly Raids Den;
Solves^Baffling Case of Howling Dor
The dying sun sinks slowly
in the
west.
Long
shadows
lengthen toward the east. The
Clemson College Brigade stands
at parade rest. A typical Sunday afternoon crowd of visitors
throngs the walk, scanning the
ranks for a glimpse of brothers,
sons, or perhaps nephews in action.
The bugler standing erect on
the Main Building steps raises
his long bugle to his lips. All
is motionless. A silence broken
only by the sobbing of wind
through verdant trees, is felt.
The quiet air is broken by the
shrill notes of the call carried
far into the
distance.
Then,
suddenly
a shrill,
throbbing,

TO LEAD PLATOON

sound echoes back in
tearful
crescendoes
before the
awestriken spectators. The dignity
of another ceremony is marred.
No longer shall this wailing
crescendo baffle spectators, however, for last Sundoy the culprits were forced out into the
open and they turned out to
be . . . not a departed ghost,
but a group of discriminating
dogs who have banded together
in a sit-down strike with sound
effects against the buglers harmonics . • ■ harmonics which
cause untold agony to the sensitive ear drums of members of
the canine family.
When searched for an interview, the gang was found near
(Continued on page seven)

Neelymen To Miss Services
Of Gus Goins, Stellar
Wingman

Regimental
Commander
W. R. Cheves of Savannah,
Ga., who will lead Clemson's
crack Senior Platoon in an
exhibition drill as a feature
of the half-time program at
the Clemson Tulane game
Saturday.
The platoon is
recognized as. the best fancy
drill unit of the Fourth
Corps area and stages a
spectacular performance.

SENIOR PLATOON GOES
TOTOLANE-TIGERTILT
Crack Drill Unit Makes
Longest Trip Yet
Undertaken
The far-famed Clemson College Senior Platoon, composed of
48 men with 4 alternates, left
yesterday for New Orleans and
the
Clemson-Tulane
football
game Saturday afternoon, with
W. R. Cheves, of Savannah, in
command.
Clemson College's fancy drill
team made its first public appearance of the year last Saturday at the local game with
Presbyterian College. A new
"diamond" formation, employing
five squads was used, and will
be used in New Orleans Saturday.
Contrtibutions from the cadet
corps and from other sources
made the
trip
possible. The
members of the platoon started
leaving yesterday afternoon, with
the last of eleven cars to leave
this morning. The seniors will
all meet at Loyola University,
New Orleans, Saturday morning
at ten o'clock, and are expected
to return to Clemson Sunday.
The platoon was looking forward to numerous enjoyable activities in New Orleans, since
this trip is the longest ever taken by a Clemson fancy drill team
A good performance is expected
of the team, whose reputation
■has always been a credit to
Clemson College.
SIMMONS EXPECTED
TO PROVE BULWARK
Clemson,
Sept.— A sophomore guard has battled his way
to a favored spot in Clemson's
line and will undoubtedly see a
lot of action during Clemson's
hard campaign.
He is Ralph
Simmons, five foot nine
inch
2 00-pounder
from
Pittsfield,
Massachusetts.
Exceptionally
fast for a man of his build, a
good blocker and stellar defensive man, Simmons should help
the Bengals out of many a tough
spot this fall.

With a 46 to 0 victory over
the P. C. Blue Stockings behind
them, the Clemson Tigers have
settled down to hard work in
preparation for the game with
Tulane, Saturday.
The Bengal
gridsters have been stressing
passing and blocking in their
practices this week, and they
will probably take to the air a
great deal against their heavier
opponents Saturday. The Green
Wave will have a gigantic team
with a line averaging close to
200 pounds and a backfield with
an average of around 180 pounds
per man. ,
The Tigers received a great
blow when it was found that
Gus Goins, stellar end would
not be able to play Saturday.
The 190 pound flankman was
being depended on for a lot of
pass receiving in the Bengal's
aerial attack.
His place will
probably be taken by Carl Black
or Joe Payne, both of whom
played jam up football against
P. C. last Saturday.
(Continued on page six)

BUILDING COMMITTEE
REPGRTSJROGRESS
Contractors To Bid On Y
Job Beginning Sept. 24
Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, Gen! eral Secretary of Clemson YMCA
has announced that considerable
j progress has been made by the
building committee for remodelling' the YMCA theatre.
The building committee, com! posed of Dr. E. W. Sikes, Mr. J.
C. Littlejohn, Dean S. B. Earle,
' Professor R. E. Lee, and Mr. P.
B. Holtzendorff, met
in
Dr.
Sikes office last Thursday to
discuss new plans for the enlargement of the theatre. Professor Lee presented his plans
which were accepted by the committee. The plans were turned
over to Mr. Lee after final agreements for work to begin. Contractors are to bid for the job
on September 24 at a meeting
of the Board of Trustees at
Clemson.
Will Seat 500
The new auditorium, when
completed will consist of more
than 500 seats and modern ventilation and heating equipment
is to be installed.
The floor
will be elevated in the rear,
giving it a distinct slope, which
will provide much better vision
for the audience.
The committee has obtained
access to $20,000 to remodel the
present theatre. This money is
being handled by Mr.
S.
W.
Evans, college treasurer.

WILLIAMS ASKED TO
CONTRIBUTE ARTICLE
Mr. B. O. Williams, Prof, of
Rural Sociology and
Statistics
has been asked to contribute a
feature article to a well known
Trade Journal on the subject of
Cotton Adjustment in relation
to the farm population.

TWO

THURSDAY,
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NUMBER OF POPULAR
NOVELS ARE RECEIVED
BY COLLEGE LIRRARY

Officers Elected
By Alpha Chi Psi
Stanley, Fullmer, and Sloan
To Head Social Fraternity
Alpha Chi Psi, local social
fraternity, began its activities
for the coming year on Monday, September 20th. The purpose of the meeting was to conduct the election
of officers.
Those men selected were as follows: Thomas K. Stanley, president; E, Houston Fuller, vice
president; Raymond A. Sloan,
secretary and treasurer.
Stanley, a senior from Marion
is editor of the 1938 Taps, president of The Minarets, member
of the Tiger staff, Central Dance
Association, Swamp 7ox Club.
Fuller, a senior from Columbia, is a member of Phi Psi,
Tiger Brotherhood,
Scabbard
and Blade, and Columbia-Clemson Club.
Sloan, a junior, from Marion,
is a member of the Central
Dance Association, Minor C Club,
and the Swamp Fox Club.
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SPECTACULAR SHOW
PUT ON BYINITIATES
Scabbard And Blade Fish
Stage Mammouth Parade
Durmsr Half

Thirteen of Latest Books
Added To Shelves of
College Library
Thirteen neatly bound small
volumes representing the latest
works of thirteen distinguished
modern atuhors arrived at the
Clemson Library from New York
yesterday aftarnoon. The library
has 'been growing fast this summer, and the corps is invited
to look over all the new literature.
My Colonel and His Lady
and
extraordinarily
romantic
word-picture of life in the South
in the post Civil War days, is
one of the new books that was
acquired by the Library just before the school term opened. It
is a portrayal by the son, Archibald Rutledge, of the gallantry
of his own father, Colonel Henry
Middleton Rutledge, and of his
mother's courage. All the beauty of life in the Soutth as it had
been in pre-war days is brought
to the reader's attention.
In
striking constrast to this, the
atfhor's description of the days
after the war and of the things
that his own family
endured
gives us a valuable insight into
how the Southern culture underwent such punishment and emerged unscathed.
Times Gives Review
The New York Times says of
the book "This is a beautiful,
interesting, and valuable picture
for our national memories." The
Boston Transcript states, in part
. . . his effort to keep all bitterness from the narrative has
weakened it.
The old Colonel
and his lady are charming figures, whose integrity and courage have received fine tribute
from an understanding son."
Hilton Book
Among the books which arrived
Thursday is We Are Not Alone
T)y James Hilton. It is written
somewhat in the fashion of
Good-bye Mr. Chips, also a composition of Mr. Hilton's, and has
aroused much comment among
the
critics.
Their
general
feeling is approximately summed
up in Atlantic by R. M. Gay,
whose review is partially quoted
here . . .The writing is, of
course,
prevailingly
beautiful.
The gravest question that rises
in the mind is whether the sentiments are sound and true to experience."
Novel Matlb. Book
Another book included in the
new conignment is Mathematics
for the Millions. In this small
volume, Lancelot Hogben treats
mathematics as an entertaining
subject, and exposes things that
the uninitiated have called "the
great secrets of mathematics" as
the sifple and interesting calculations that they really are. And
even while one is reading the
book for pure enjoyment, it is
claime,d that he will absorb some
deep mathematic principles.

SEPT.

Before a gala football crowd
of over six thousand spectators
the seven Fish recently tapped
by Scabbard and Blade, national
honorary military fraternity, presented a varied
show which
greatly enlivened the opening
day.
Spectacular Parade
A part of the program staged
between halves, the Fish gathered in full military regalia to
stage what was undoubtedly a
iparade that will gain for itself
a unique place in Clemson history.

Tiger Brotherhood
Taps Four Seniors
(Continued from page one)
A native of Spartanburg, Wilkinson is editor of the Tiger,
member of Blue Key, Sigma Tau
Bpsilon, and the Senior Council
He is an Executive Lieutenant.
Jackson of Sumter is a cadet
captain and has been outstand-l
ing in the field of Rifle marksmanship. After gaining the rank
of expert during the six weeks
training period at Fort McClellan, Jackson represented Clemson
at the National Matches at Camp
Perry.
Initiates Soon
Beginning Monday the pledges
Will undergo a stiff period of
informal initiation during which
time they will wear the familiar
wooden key, carry mints
and
cigarettes for old boys, and do
similar initiation stunts.
Optimism is the faith that leads
to achievement. Nothing can be
done without hope.—Helen Keller.

Clemson Cash
Under the guiding hand of. Colonel Charles W. Weeks, Commandant of Cadets at Clemson Agricultural College, forward strides are rapidly being made as
the military organization of some eighteen hundred cadets begin to take effect,
A thorough, strict gentleman of a tradi iional military bearing, the Colonel can
be a hearty and jovial friend. As such he has endeared himself to the corps with
his coming only one year ago and is becoming increasingly popular.
Colonel
Weeks has won the admiration and the respect of the entire corps through his
ability to cope with cadet problems.

Vesper Headliners NUTT !S SPEAKER AT
Listed By Adams AC SOCIETY MEETING
Georgia and South Carolina
Colleges To Send
Delegates
J. W. Adams, chairman of
social committee, has expressed
satisfaction concerning interest
manifested by the cadets at the
YMCA socials and vespers.
Dr. K. W. Sikes, president,
spoke at the first service on Sunday evening, September 12, welcoming the freshmen and the
corps to Clemson. Mr. Joe Carter, pastor of the Central Presbyterian Church of Anderson,
made an interesting talk
the
following Sunday evening. Reels
were run after both services
which included Servants of the
People, California Mission, News,
Fit to Win,
Modern
Knight,
Stranger Than Fiction.
Programs Planned
Mr. J. O. Smith of Laurens,
Mr. T. B. Lanham of Columbia,
together with representative delegations from Brenau College,
Winthrop, Lander,
Limestone,
University of South
Carolina,
and University of Georgia are
expected
to provide
excellent,
programs
at
Vespers
before
Thanksgiving.
Corsage buyers at the University of California lack originality, says Berkeley
florists.
The Don Juans get the "usual
thing"—three gardenias
or an
orchid.

Professor Outlines Aims
And Purpose of Ag
Engineering
G. B. Nutt, associate professor
of
agricultural
engineering,
spoke
before a gathering
of
freshmen and upperclassmen at
a meeting sponsored by A. S. A.
E'., national honorary agricultural fraternity
Profeessor Nutt, who was the
principal speaker of the program
began his talk with a definition
of agricultural engineering. According to the Professor, agricultural engineering is a new
subject, first having been organized in 1907 at the University of
Nebraska and listed as agricultural mechanics.
At
present
there are twenty-eight schools
in the United States which offer
agricultural engineering as
a
major course.
Two distinct fields are open to
agricultural engineering students
according to Professor Nutt. One
is that of public service work
with the department of agriculture and the other deals with
farm power and implement manufacturing.
In concluding his talk ProNutt advised, "An agricultural
engineer should have his interest rooted in the facts of farming and welfare of farm folks."

J. K. Hope, graduate of the
class of 1934, is completing a
six-months period of duty as
Lieutenant withthe Civilian Conservation Corps at Lexington, N.

Grocery
FRESH FRUITS

VEGETABLES

Also Line of Feed Stuff

MODERN ELECTRIC
SHOE SHOP
Boots Soaked & Shined

Dye Work Guaranteed on
Shoes and Boots

DILLARD SHOE SHOP
Let Us Dye Your Shoes
Satisfaction Guaranteed
THE BEST SHINE IN TOWN
O'SuIliivan Heels

Modern Equipment

ANNOUNCING
THE OPENING OF

THE WAY SIDE TEA ROOM
Located One Mile South of Clemson on the Right
Lunch

12:00 to 2:30

Dinner

6:00
MRS. GAMBILL, Manager
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Noted Chemist Celebrates Seventy-Fourth Birthday
ACQUAINTENGES SEND
BRACKETTGREETINGS

BULWARK IN LINE
BililllifiiiPiliiii

Hundreds of Letters Are
Received From Former
Chem Pupils

MONEY DONATED FOR' Mansion Room Is CLEMSON ORCHESTRA
TIL MAN MONUMENT Opened To Public RETURNS FROM TOUR
Legislature Appropriates
Room Adorned With Origi- OF EUROPEAN NATION
Half Of Money Needed
nal Wall Paper
For Memorial

The furnishing of a room by
News was received at Clem- Miss Margaret Calhoun, great,
son last week that the Legisla- great granaaughter of John C.
was completed
and
ture had succeeded in appropri- Calhoun,
ating ten thousand dollars to- opened to the public this sumward a proposed monument to mer. This room carries the reBenjamin Ryan Tillman,
first production ofthe original wall
life trustee of Clemson, the mon- paper which hung there in Calument to be erected in the near noun's time. The wall .paper is
future on the State House a lovely, soft grey and orange
blending into a clear yellow.
grounds in Columbia.
The
ten thousand
dollars This same wall paper, the origiraised by the Legislature will be nal which decorated the rooms
matched by another ten thous- at Fort Hill, now adorns two
and dollars which is being rais- rooms at the State House in
ed by a special committee ap- Columbia.
Last year six thousand visipointed by the Legislature. The
Hon. J. G. Richards
former tors from many states, and variDue to
Governor of South Carolina will ous countries abroad.
the historical background, and
servee as chairman.
The Alumni Association stands its architectural beauty, Port
as a body to support the build- Hill is very well known.
The grounds at Port Hill are
ing of the Tillman monument
and much
interest
is being a work of art, as they are always
shown on the campus at the well kept and beautiful.
It
.present time as the drive for has become a center for those
funds gets under way.
\ who wish to enjoy the historical
Clemson men and alumni are atmosphere of the estate. Fort
especially interested in Mr. Till- Hill is open to the public every
man, his life work and all that day of the year from 2:00 p.
he has done for Clemson.
It m. until 5:00 p. m.
is felt that no other man except Thomas G. Clemson
has
ever done so much to establish
the name of Clemson College.
Benjamin
R. Tillman,
Jr.,
graduated with the first class
| that finished Clemson in 1896.
Final Check-Up Reveals
| Mr. Tillman's second son H. C.
Tillman graduated in the class
Official Enrollment
of 1903.
To Be 1853
Benjamin Tillman's wonderful
work is monumental at ClemThe Clemson Agricultural and
son and it is with whole heart- Mechanical college opened
for
ed interest that the friends of the 1937-38 scholastic year with
Clemson College look forward the largest student body in the
to so worthy an undertaking as history of the college, the first
the monument project.
enrollment reaching a new high
of 1853 students.
The freshman enrollment has
this term almost doubled over
the first enrollment of the college. The first enrollment was
426. This years enrollment for
freshmen has reached 757. This
Marriage Preparation Course enrollment was so great and
overwhelming that, even with the
Is New Sensation
four new barracks, finished this
In College
past summer, some of the rooms
Bozeman, Montana—(ACP) — have to accomodate four boys.
Grooming coeds to become "han- The student classes are so large
dy men'' around the house, in a that the professors have had to
marriage-preparation
course, is double up on their classes. Many
the job of Prof. H. E. Murdock of the classes have had to divide into two parts so that they
of Montana State College.
The twenty-five coeds enrolled could fit into the class rooms.
The u.pper classman
enrollare learning how to repair waffle
irons, electric toasters, electric ment which is not very much
hair-curling devices, washing ma- more than the freshman roll,
chines and other household ap- has already reached 109 8. There
has been a great many transfer
pliances.
equipment contributed by manu- students entering Clemson ColAlmost every
facturers. Prof. Murdock is able lege this year.
to teach how to asemble as well state in the union is represented
at the college.
Cadets from
as repair appliances.
"A young wife will be better even as far away as California
able to use modern appliances if have come to Clemson to help
she knows what's in them and build the college to the size it
how they do the job," informed has reached.
the professor.
"If anything goes wrong with
an appliance at the breakfast
table one of my students will
be able to fix it in a jiffy."

"The biggest day you ever saw
in your life!" was the excla»attion made by Dr. R. N. Brackett, former
director
of the
Chemistry School and a member of the first faculty at Clemson, in speaking of his
74th
birthday which he celebrated on
September 14.
Letters, cards, and telegrams
poured in from former students
all over the United States and
Canada.
The South Carolina
Academy of Science, of which Dr.
Brackett was a member for many
years, sent a renewel of his
membership.
Boxes of cigars,
good and better, were brought
by friends on and off the campus
Friends in the Chemistry School
arranged a party.
Indeed, it
was a glorious birthday!
Students Write
Many of the letters, some from
Ralph Simmons,
stocky
students in the first Clemson
reserve guard who is making
class of '96, brought back mema stJrong hid for first string
ories and incidents long forgotberth.
Weighing just a
ten by the Doctor. One gentleshade over 200 lbs., Sim^man, a professor in an Arizona
mons is exceptionally mobile
'school and a member of the
for his size. He is expected
class of '96, recalled Dr. Brackto see service in Saturday's
ett's nickname, "hatchet," and
tilt with Tulane's mighty
incidents connected with the acGreen Wave.
tual building of the
college.
Other men reminded Dr. Brackett of certain statements he had
made in class which have stuck
with them even more closely
than their chemistry. And still
other reminiscences
included
many funny, some sad, and some
Paul Seabrook Is Winner of
peculiar incidents which
have
Charleston County
occured in Dr. Brackett's long i
Award
career as a chemist.
Davidson Graduate
A four year scholarship award
Dr. - Brackett was born about of four hundred dollars a year
three miles from Columia on was awarded Paul , DeWitt SeaSeptember 14, 1863. At the age brook by the Agricultural Soof 7 he moved to Charleston ciety of South Carolina.
The
where his father preached for scholarship was given on the
some time. At fifteen he entered basis of grades made by appliDavidson College and graduated cants in the entire four years of
With his Bachelor's degree in high school.
1883.
His graduate work was
Seabrook, who is seventeen
taken at John Hopkins Uni- years of age, made an average
versity, the completion of which of between ninety-three and
earned for him a Doctor of Phil- ninety-four
in John's
Island
osophy Degree in Chemistry.
High School. He sent his appliChief Chemist
cation to W. M. Prampton at
After four years as chief che- Charleston,
secretary
of
the
mist for the Geological Survey committee, with a transcript of
in Arkansas, Dr. Brackett was his school record, his parents'
elected assistant professor in request for the scholarship, and
Chemistry at Clemson College a character reference. He won
which was then still being built. the scholarship
over approxiWhen he arrived on the Clemson mately thirty contestants.
campus November 1891, the first
The Agricultural Society of
floor of the administration build- South Carolina will make this
ing was being completed. The award every . four years to the
college opened two years later. boy from
Charleston
County
In 1910, upon the resigna- who best meets the requirements
tion of Colonel
Hardin,
Dr. on scholastic standing, character
Brackett became full professor affidavits, and apparent willingof chemistry and director of the ness to work. The only condichemistry department. He serv- tion attached to the scholarship
ed in this capacity until his 70th is that an agricultural course be
birthday, then taught Chemistry taken at Clemson and that failactively until 1936.
ure to pass for one year automatically cuts off the scholarHighly Honored
Dr. Brackett has been a mem- ship.
ber of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science TIGER TACKLES STAR
for fifty years and a Fellow in IN PRESBYTERIAN TILT
UNEXPECTED BLOCKING
this Organization since 1897.
FURNISHED BY WILLIS
He received his Emeritus Life
Clemson, Sept.— Those TigMembership last spring, one of er tackles are at it again. Saturfour in the entire country to be day Clemson's Fred Wyse and
Clemson, Sept.— A hoped-for
so honored.
Curtis Pennington
blocked
a but uncertain power loomed in
"Its been a wonderful thing punt and scored a touchdown Clemson's backfield last weekto live to see Clemson grow and respectively. Fred Wyse broke end. It was the fast and poweractually take
part
in
that through the P. C. line to block ful blocking of Don Willis, 200
growth," says Dr. Brackett, "and the first punt of the year. pound Clemson halfback. Among
my association with men, teach I Presbyterian recovered for a 16 the blocking feats .particularly^
ing them, and the fact that they | yar(J logs and managed to get noticeable were: taking out a <
remember me are the greatest the next kick away.
penning- P. C. man that threatened Watthings in my mind."
Dan Coleman's son Magee on his 13 yard run
ton recovered
fumble for a touchdown earlier for a score; picking up Red
Pearson and bowling over two
in the game.
BAILEY SCORES FIRST
P. C. tacklers as Pearson raced
MARKER FOR BENGALS
51 yards to score with a received
AULL IS SPEAKER AT
punt; and clearing the way past
ONCE-A-WEEK
MEET
Clemson, Sept.— Bob Bailey,
the line of scrimmage for Bob
Clemson triple threat
from
Bailey on his ten yard spurt for
Prof. G .H. Aull, head of the
a fine punting, passing and runClemson's fifth touchdown.
ning average for his first game Department of Agricultural Ecoof the year.
Bailey ran eight nomics and Rural Sociology, was
Fulmer
times to gain 20 yards; passed guest speaker at the "Once-AProf. John L. Fulmer, Ag.
six times and completed three Week Club" of Seneca, which
for 76 yards; and punted seven met Sept. 16. at the home of Econ. '33, left Saturday for the
Ralph
Ramseur.
Prof. University of Virginia where he
times for an average of 42.7 Mrs.
yards. He also led the scoring Aull's subject was "Land Plan- has accepted a fellowship financed by the General Board.
ning—Past and Future"
with two touchdowns.

SOCIETY AWARDS
ANNUAL SCHOLARSHIP

New Course Makes
Wife 'Handy-Man

RECORD ENROLLMENT
ASSUREDFOR SESSION

Jungaleers Travel Over Six
Thousand Miles Diuring
Summer Cruise
FIVE MAN

BAND

Russell Wolfe, Ed Heikkila,
Emmons Welch, Teebee Hawkins
and Paavo Carlson, a picked
group representing Clemson College's dance orchestra, the Jungaleers,
traveled
over
6,000
miles across the Atlantic and
through 3 foreign countries during the past summer. This was
the 4th annual summer European tour made by the Jungaleers.
The Jungaleers whose instrumentation included 2 trombones,
one
saxaphone,
one set
of
drums, and one piano left New
York aboard the 17,000 ton Anchor Liner, the T. S. S. Caledonia, on July 23. After a stop
at Boston they wentt to Coin
and Dublin in Ireland and then
docked at Glasgow, Scotland.
From Glasgow the musicians,
after touring the Loch Lommond
and Katrine, went on to Edinburgh and London.
Tours of
London carried the Jungaleers
through Buckingham Palace, the
British Museum,
Westminister,
Abbey, and the Famous Tate
Gallery.
Across the English Channel
and to Paris was the next move
taken by the
Clemson
men.
Visits to the Louvre, Versatile,
Tomb of Napoleon, Notre Dame,
Eiffel Tower, Memorial to American Flyers, and the International Exposition kept them in
Paris for 5 days. The International Exposition with its many
beautiful buildings and
shows
of finery all centered about the
Eiffel Tower in middle of the
City of Paris fascinated the
Jungaleers.
The United States
,building was a great disappointment however.
The show
of
this country was inferior to that
of even the smallest nations, in
the opinions of the Jungaleers.
After taking the same route
back to Glasgow, the Jungaleers
boarded the T. S. S. California,
another of the large Anchor Line
Ships, and returned to the United
States on August 23, one month
after their departure. The crossings took 9 days each.
The orchestra played only on
ship board giving two concerts
daily and playing
for
every
evening dance. Stringent regulations prevented their playing in
either England or France. The
passengers and officials aboard
the liners commented very favorably on the music rendered by
the Clemsonians.
Shun idleness; it is the rust
that attaches itself to the most
brilliant metals.—Voltaire.

New Fall Clothes at—
-HOKE SLOAN'SCHATHAM HOMESPUN—Nationally Known
CROSBY SQUARE and FRIENDLY SHOES
RIEGEL and ARROW SHIRTS

WILSON BROS. PAJAMAS and the Greatest Name
in Socks (INTERWOVEN)
A Clemson Store Selling Gent's Furnishings of
The Better Class

CRAWFORD'S DRY CLEANERS
MODERN METHODS -o- NEW EQUIPMENT
Prompt and Efficient Service
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SQUARE THOSE CORNERS
THROUGHOUT THE COUESE of
Freshmen orientation week and the last
eight days we have observed with more
than casual interest the attitude and spirit
of the Class of '41 which is slowly beginning to crystallize and take definite trends.
The stress and strain of those first
hectic days are over, and though there is
still the process of getting completely accustomed to new surroundings, we feel
that we are justified in saying that the
freshman class of 1937, the largest class
in the history of the college, has shown
a remarkable spirit of cooperation and
exceptional ability in adapting themselves
to the college routine.
There has been a marked improvement in the relationship between freshmen and upperclassrnen. Excessive hazing' has been noticeably on the decline.
In short, as a whole, the spirit has been
commendable. The only fact we wish to
point out is that the freshmen are still
subject to three freshman regulations
which were newly installed this year.
To date the freshmen have been moderately earnest in carrying out their three
special regulations to the letter; however
we wish to warn against any lapse in this
partciular form of discipline. The three
regulations were not designed to humble
the freshmen or to place upon them unnecessary burdens which would prove a
hardship. They are merely three simple
measures devised by student leaders to
develop a better military spirit and _ to
impress upon members of the incoming
class that Clemson is really run under a
military system.
Therefore we say to the members of
the Class of '41: "Salute your officers, address them with respect as "sir", and
square those corners—"

WORLD OF NATIONS
A new course is now offered at Clemson College, a course which is not merely
a tw©-hour useless "filler", but one which
acquaints future engineer, architects, farmers and chemists with vital information
concerning the relationships between the
nations of the world and how en oh individual, no matter his status >«i effo^Mve. It
is a course which is as broad is the world
itself and as varied as the eVra^nts upon
it. Through its broad p^orie ;t ^^nrnes
inducive to thinking on a Voad scale. One
no longer sees Hitler, Mirao^ni or Stalin
as men,. rather does one T™' find them
to be the effect of a C<^">1;~"'-<11 series
of causes. That series* o^ ~o-~-r. ^o new
course seeks to describe— \ 'Me^nitional
Relations.
— J. K. S.

ON THE GOLD STANDARD
WITHIN THE PAST FEW DAYS,
the atmosphere of the Clemson, campus
has been distinctly brightened and made
more colorful by the appearance of gold
chin straps on the caps of seniors, an innovation which spruces up the appearance of the wearer a hundred per cent.
This new improvement, we think, is
a timely one. The bands add a certain
snap and military air which was heretofore sadly lacking. The change was a
simple one; and is an excellent example
of the type of minor changes which can be
made on the campus if a group of individuals become sufficiently dissatisfied with
conditions as they are to take the initiative to better them. To the group of students who put this movement across we
extend our congratulations.
As an added comment, we would like
to suggest that the traditional black chevrons now used on blouses be replaced with
gold chevrons in keeping with the new
style note. We have not yet had time to
completely investigate the matter and we
are not yet qualified to discuss thoroughly
what complications the change would involve. However, we are prepared to state
that the gold chin straps alone will appear somewhat incongruous when blouses
are donned.
With these facts in mind, we merely
cast this bread of thought upon the waters
of your consideration, trusting that when
we seriously discuss the issue in later editorial columns, some students, at least,
will have given the matter some serious
thought.
A WORTHY CAUSE
WHEN CLEMSON'S ROYAL BENGALS trot out onto the Tulane stadium
Saturday to clash with the mighty Green
Wave, they will find themselves supported
by their counterpart in the military field—
the crack Senior Platoon.
Though able at the present time
to gain but partial backing through official college channels, the platoon through
an extensive barracks campaign has obtained sufficient funds to make the Tulane
trip. The Central Dance Association, The
Tiger, Tiger Brotherhood, with other campus organizations swinging into line have
joined individual contributors in swelling
the platoon's coffers.
To the CDA and Tiger Brotherhood
and each student who contributed even a
nickle, The Tiger commends your actions
in aiding such a cause. The platoon is
the pride of Clemson's military unit. It's
fancy drill maneuvers are unequaled by
any unit in the Fourth Corps area. Drilling before an expected crowd of twenty
thousand fans at the game in hospitable
New Orleans, the platoon will bring Clemson much favorable publicity. The appearance of the platoon should also prove
an important factor in improving the
team's morale in a game which may well
be classed as the key game of the entire
schedule.
There are other games to come—
primarily the West Point clash—to those
who have not yet contributed whether
they be students or alumni we say: "Make
a small sacrifice, the money does not go
to benefit an individual—it goes to build
a better Clemson."

Collegiate Press
By

V

W

Sanders

Well, now that the stews have settled down
and become studes again, it's about time to take
a look around and see what's going on at a few of
the other collitches around in this section. We
had heard that Clemson was to be rather overcrowded this year, and after we had slept in four
different rooms in five nights trying to get settled,
we had about decided that the rumor was correct.
The situation seems to be the same in all the colleges around these here parts, for every school we
hear about has more students than they know
what to do with. Personally, we could think of
some choice things to do with those four guys
who live up above us, but we better not write
them down, for if we did, the censor might get
us.
Prosperity must have turned the corner that
it was just around for the last ten years, for
when there are so many boys and girls trying to
get in colleges, it's a sure sign that things are
picking up. Even the street sweeper could tell us
that.
Even The West Point of the South (The Citadel, to you) had more students than they could
take care of; bu' then, it's a good thing that
everybody is not particular, for 'hen there would
not be enough g-, •) sc >Ie t go around.
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Talk Of The
Town
AFTERMATH
It is with mixed feelings that
we sit here beating out this modest little column. After comparatively quiet ten days on the
campus, we suddenly found ourselves emeshed in the turmoil
of another combination football
dance weekend.
All in all, it
was a remarkable
experience.
We enjoyed the game and even
the dances were quite enjoyable
despite the fact that the place
was over-run with freshmen empowered with the authority to
break at will without benefit of
introduction.
We also had a
grand time mingling with the
old-grads; but, strangely enough,
it was this seeing old faces again
which tinged our day with wistful sadness.
Every handshake
brought to mind delightful experiences of past yeaTS ....
experiences we would like to
recapture . .
.but can't.
TALK OF THE TOWN

PRIVATE DANCE
Of course there were many
tall tales swapped at the game,
at intermission, and over beer,
bottles, wherever a bunsh of old
grads gathered.
As you have
probably guessed by now, an old
grad story is inevitable.
We
heard quite a number but the one
which appealed to us most was
the tale being rumored around
conrerning old grads Ashmore,
Bag Murphy, Campbell and Riley
who, not knowing of the CDA's
new dance rendezvous, took their
little group into the old fieldhouse and danced around for
half an hour until one of the
Chief's helpers tipped them off
and guided them
around
to
where the rest of the cash customers were making merry.
TALK OF THE TOWN

SPORT NOTE
With football in the air, chatter of West Point, Tulane, and
Georgia Tech games going the
rounds, and special football issues coming off the press on
every hand, we are sorely
tempted to turn over our chair
to the sports editor, grap a
portable type-writer and
trail
the Royal Bengals in the guise
of sports columnist. We'll admit that our vocabulary of sports
jargon is rather limited
and
that terms such as wing-back,
cross-buck, and reverse-spinner
tend to make us slightly confused; however we are thoroughly
capable of appreciating statistics
which show that four Clemson
backs averaged ten yards per
clip in the P. C. fracas. Yes,
we were well pleased with the
antics of the Neelymen
from
the varsity right on down to
Pour Yards per Try Bethea and
Big Job Gates; and we will be
right in the stands with our
fingers crossed hen the Bengals
tangle with that Big Greeen
Wave.
TALK OF THE TOWN

FIND
For well over a year now,
we have been looking high and
low for a campus wit to replace
the inimitable Hog Brown who
used to entertain for hours with
his wild yarns and keep us in
stitches with his dry, philosophical, Will-Rogers-like humor. Our
search for the counterpart of
the humorist we miss so much
has been an ardous one, but we
think we've found him in the
person of one Buster Corn, one
of B-l's
prize
sophomores.
Weighing just a shade over 220
lbs., the Buster, after knocking
our 130 lb. metal door off its
hinges with his bare fist, barged
into the room planked down on
the desk and proceeded to discourse on the idiosyncrazies of
freshmen. We listened well and
made copious notes of his rare
observations.
He made lots of
remarks that are probably funnier than the one were are about
to quote, but this one seems to
us to best live up to the Brown
standards. When questioned by
a freshman as to the brand of
the odiferous cigar stub he had
drooping from the corner of his
mouth, the complacent Corn remarked without missing a puff;
"Buddy, I don't smoke nothing
but quarter cigars .... I dont
know who smokes the other

that he apologizes for the copy
this week, but he lost his notes
dropping out of a second story
window and he has to quote the
stuff from memory.
.. OSCAR SAYS ——

that since the boot season is
in full swing (for some people)
J. Barnes has a couple of pair
of straight
trousers that
he
would like to sell.
i.

OSCAR BAYS -

that after reading the last
two bust sheets, First Lieutenant Lee Graham is wondering if
the Battalion commanders ever
heard of senior privileges.
OSCAR SAYS

that the seniors of third barracks who have a habit of
sleeping through reveille each
morning claim that Stoogis (I
check up for reveille)
Stokes
would make a good wake-up orderly if he would just come
around ten minutes sooner.
OSCAR SAYS

that the CDA wishes to announce that they were not running a pawn shop in the lobby
of their new emporium . .. and
that all that display was just
Captain Herbert Ruff diked out
in all is medals.
OSCAR

SAYS

that he hates to drag the fair
name of Miss Wink
Hartley
back"* into this column at such
an early date, but he just wishes
to congratulate her on the short
time it took her to have Brigade
Commander Francis Bell running
around in circles along with
Lieutenant Colonel Denny and
that he suggests that she add
another man to the list and make
it a three ring circus.
OSCAR

SAYS

that though it's a little early
in the season, he wishes to remind the fair sex oof Winthrop,
Converse, U. Georgia,
Agness
Scott, Brenau, Lander, etc. that
any choice bits of gossip addressed to Oscar, care box 147 will
be deeply appreciated and that
they don't have to be signed.
OSCAR

SAYS

that he wishes he could explain the circumstances which
caused Vic Bethea to bring a
girl to a dance and permit someone else to take her home.
-OS-CAR BATS-

that despite the fact that this
is supposedly
a very modern
generation, he notices that the
Converse delegation still has to
leave dances at ten o'clock.
OSCAR SAYS

that since seeing Red Bethea
play in his first varsity game, he
is wondering if Coach Neely's
larder is stocked with country
ham just as Prof. Lane's was
OSCAR SAYS

__that if the senior non-ROTC
boys get many more privilegees,
they'll have to christen the new
barracks quadrangle University
Row.
OSCAR

SAYS

that he nominates for oblivion
people like the little girl he saw
wearing a sweater lavishly decorated with a Winthrop insignia, a Clemson tiger and numerals 1, 2, 3, 4, pinned on in
their respective order.
OSCAR

SAYS

that
he liked the
remark
made by the freshman who said
"1 think Taps is a pretty good
book, but it doesn't come out
often enough."
OSCAR

SAYS

that he wonders how many'.
members of the Senior Platoon
will be missing when the roll
is called Monday morning after
that trip to the hospitable southern city New Orleans.
(Continued on page five)

three

quarters."
TALK OF THE TOWN

WEEKS OUTSTANDING CADET
Sophs Reid and Stoudemire
and
Jackson
of
Company
who, after being inadvertently
placed on number four position
at dinner formation, immediately
ran down and bought up Judge
Keller's remaining supply
of
corporal stripes and have continued to aippear in them since.
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Oscar Says LOCAL MUSIC GROUP Local Minister Has Valuable Collection
(Continued from page three)
—that he was just a bit puzzled
when
he happened
to
pass
through Pendleton in time to
. see Scotia Deloach and his little
lady friend pay a social call on
one of the town's . preachers
OSCAR SAYS

—that now that the sabres are
being issued he just can't wait
for the first sabre drill to watch
people stick holes in their caps
and nick a few ears.
OSCAR SAYS ——

that some sort of prize should
be awarded Charleston's Risher
for getting the jump on
the
army boys in Col. Weeks' ten
o'clock section by bringing his
slide rule to class to work the
Colonels little problem.
OSCAR SAYS

that for light reading he recommends Architect Geers manuacrip Green River. ,
OSCAR SAYS

that since Foy of Converse
saw so much of the football boys
during early season practice, he
is afraid that her being away
will change their luck, and he
wishes Miss Gee would give her
permission to attend
all the
games.
OSCAR SAYS

that though, at first, he
couldn't quite figure out whether
those guys wearing the new gold
chin straps were Citadel bo-rats
or erring members of a salvation army band; he will admit
that the bands have at
least
been influential in making the
senior privates wear their caps.
Aull
Prof. G. H. Aull addressed a
recent meeting of the Oconee
County Grange on the subject
of taxation.

TO HOLDJIRST MEET

SHOW SCHEDULE

Of Curios Collected On World Cruises

Carnegie Society Members
To Organize Tomorrow
Night at 6:30

Rare Jarrah Vase Is Latest
Addition to Dr. Crouch's
Museum

The Carnegie Music Society of
Clemson College, an association
composed entirely
of Clemson
cadets interested in listening to
music, will hold its organization
meeting Friday night September
24 at 6:30 in the Literary Society Hall, Room 39 Administration building.
At this initial meeting, to
which all interested cadets are
invited, officers will be elected,
plans formulated for the coming year, and a recorded program under the supervision of
Don Hudgens will be presented.
Professor J. P. Lucas, Jr., is
advisor on the Carnegie Music
Library committee interested in
the student activity.
The extensive library of re
cordede music
was given
to
Clemson College at the beginning of the 1936-37 semester by
the Carnegie
Foundation.
A
large number of cadets enjoyed
the programs conducted
last
year, but it was thought by a
few interested leaders that the
number benefitted should
and
could e greatly increased by organization.
Both faculty and students use
this collection. The faculty organization under the supervision
of Professor R. L.
Anderson
feets every Wednesday evening.
Professor Asbill is chairman of
the Library Committee. Miss
Virginia Shamklin, another member of the committee is making
a full report of last year's music
activities to submit to the Carnegie Foundation.

A highly polished vase of Jarrah, an exceedingly hard wood
found in West Australia, was recently added to the wide variety
of bric-a-ibrac which adorns the
private museum of Dr. Crouch.
The ornament sent
by
a
friend to Dr. Crouch, who originally came from Australia, was
made from a fence post. Although, the post had been exposed to inclement weather for
twenty years, the wood, due to
its durability, had not been damaged, and, after skillful workmanship had been applied, an
unusually fine vase was produced.
Dr. Crouch
has
collected
many unique specimens in the
course of his extensive travels
about the world. Thirteen different countries are represented
in the varied collection which
Dr. Crouch disparagingly terms
"junk."
Varied Collection
Included in his collection can
be found ancient sarcophagus remains upon which scenes from
the Books of the Dead, the religious book of the Egyptians, are
painted.
Talmudic phylacteries
and ornate scrolls from early
Palestine, bamboo, more than a
foot in diameter, from Japan,
and charms of the early peoples
of the Euphrates valley are all
to be found in a room which Dr.
Crouch reserves for his collection.
Dr. Crouch, who is the Presbyterian minister at Clemson, is
widely traveled and made two

STANLEY COMPLETES
ART WORKJOR TAPS
Continued from page 1)

Sept. 23—Thursday COLliEGB
HOLIDAY, with... Jack. Benny,
Mary Boland, Martha Raye
Sept 24—Friday SHE ASKED
FOB IT with William Gargan,
Orien Heyward
Sept. 25—Saturday NOBODY'S
BABY, with Patsy Kelly, Lyda
Roberts
Sept,
27—Monday
SOHP1E
LANG GOES WEST, Gertrude
Michael, Lee Bowman.
Sandra
Stiorme
Sept. 28—Tuesday PUBLIC
WEDDING, Jane Wyman, William Hopper
Sept. 29—Wednesday NIGHT
MUST FALL, Robert Montgomery, Rosalind Russell
Sept. SO—Thursday TRADER
HORN

had had only three days to
work up orchestrations,
their
sweet-swing arrangements
and
hot renditions of ride tunes were
well received by the large Saturday night dance
crowd.
The
band definitely has that certain
"push" and the Saturday night
performance
clearly
indicates
that Herb Green has once again
whipped into shape one of the
section's better college
dance
orchestras.
New Fieldhouse
Due to the fact that the dance
was one of the season's smaller
MODERN ELECTRIC
dances, the CDA staged
the
SHOE SHOP
series in the small fieldhouse.
This fieldhouse has as much actual floor pace as the large field- Ladies Shoes Dyed to Match
house where Clemson dances are
Your Dress
customarily
held, however
it
will be used for the smaller hops NOTICE—We have a pair of laonly.
dies house-shoes. Please call for
The cloakroom, lounge and
them.
concession facilities afforded by
the new set-up are excellent and
the CDA is to be congratulated
on its enterprise.

YMCA BARBER SHOP

Folk
O. Harold Folk, Agric. Econ.
'37, is studying at the Univ. of
Virginia on a grant from the
General Education Board.
trips around the world. During
his travels he has made a point
of acquiring an object of interest
from each country that he visits.

It Costs No Move To Get
The Best Barber Service
Let BAILEY and KAY Do
It. A Good Haircut and a
Clean Shave

ier

/ 7 to^
t0
linked %asure

... only Chesterfields give smokers that
refreshing mildness and delightful aroma
—that taste that smokers like . . .
... it's because Chesterfield links together
—blends and cross-blends—the finest aromatic tobaccos from Turkey and Greece
and the best mild ripe cigarette tobaccos
from our own Sunny South—
Enjoy Chesterfields... THEY SATISFY
Copyright 1937,
IIGGETT & MYERS
TOBACCO CO.
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BENGALS SMOTHER P. C. IN OPENER
BLAST HOSE
■tk* "'""'iiiilP! BENGALS
WITH RECORD SGORE
\ytTw

IN ONE-SIDED BATTLE

aoa •HZVZS

The Tigers exhibited unexpected power in swamping Clemson Backs Regain Form
the P. C. Blue Stockings 46 to 0 here last Saturday. The
After Series Of First
general opinion before the game was that Clemson would
Half Fumbles
win with a comfortable margin of victory, but few predicted such an overwhelming victory for the Tigers.
P. C. FIGHTS

Strong as the Neelymen appeared Saturday, it must be remembered that P. C. brought
the weakest team to Clemson
that they have had in years,
and next Saturday Clemson will
find an entirely different foe in
Tulane's Green Wave. The Saturday Evening Post has picked
Tulane as the surprise team of
the year and, as they open their
season next Saturday, it will
be the lot of the Tigers to find
out what the Greeenies really
have.
ANDREWS GOOD
Scouts from the Tulane camp
reports that the Green Wave
has in Honest John Andrews
possibly the greatest back Tulane has ever had, and, remenihering such players as Don Zimmerman, and Billy Banker, the
Blond Blizzard, this Andrews
must be really a good ball toter.
GOINS OUT
One of the factors that will
■count strongly against the Tigers Saturday will be the absence
of Gus Goins, veteran end, from
the line up.
Goins is in the
hospital with an infected throat
and it is reported that it will
be more than a week before he
is ready for service.
FROSH PLAY FRIDAY
The Clemson freshmen
will
■begin their season next Friday
here against the Erskine first
year men.
Last year the rats
passed the half century mark in
swamping the Little Flying Fleet
and, as this year's team appears
fully as strong as last year's
edition, they have a fair chance
of duplicating the performance
this year.
The other
teams that
the
cubs will play this year are Carolina, P. C, Citadel, and Furman in the order named.
HERE AND THERE
Coach Neely used a grand
total of 34 men in the P. C.
game Saturday . . Three Tiger
gridmen worked as life guards
last summer.
Bob Bailey at
State Park, Don Willis at Myrtle
Beach, and Goon Miller at Boscobel
McFadden, Pennington,
and ' Holman made their first
touchdown for Clemson Saturday
Red Pearson's fifty
yard ,punt return for a touchdown was the longest run of the
P. C. Game . . Joe Berry, Stump
Black, Streak Lawton, Mac Folger and General Lee were among
the former Clemson gridsters
seen at the game Saturday
There were three Tulane scouts
in the stands at the P. C. game,
getting& dope for the Greenies.
s
_
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NEW SCORING THREAT

,
Clemson, Sept.—
A
tackle
grabbed part
of the
scoring
glory when Clemson registered
her second touchdown against
P. C.
Saturday.
When
Dan
Coleman dropped the ball after
plunging over from the two yard
line, Clemson's tackle
Curtiss
Pennington pounced on the ball
for six .points. It is quite likely that Pennington became the
first lineman to score a touchdown in the nation's new gridiron campaign.

FLASHY SCORER
'

A reserve who* has always
been dependable but who
has heretofore lacked the
flash that makes a first
string star, Grady Hohnan,
Clemson back, was responsible for one of the most
spectacular plays of tihe P.
C. game. Grabbing a long
aerial heave
from Wifcs,
Hohnan scored a last minute touchdown against the
fighting Hose.
j
j

ni To Stage
Gala N. Y. Rally
To Hold Mammouth Rally
In New York Prior
To Army Tilt

One of the largest Clemson
Alumni rallies of the year will
i °e Held in New York City on
October first as a get-togetheer
meeting before
the
Clemson
Army clash.
Many
Clemson
men from the
New
England
States are expected to be on
hand for the gathering. Plans
have been made to accomodate
\ nearly four hundred old graduates.
!
Among the campus people to
attend the rally will be Coach
Neely, Mr. Woodward, Mr. Freeman and, in all probability, Mr.
Littlejohn.
A special feature
on the program at the conven"on will be a series of movies
to be shown by Mr. Freeman.
These movies will be
typical
campus features and various acUo/ ghotg

games.
wm ^
afc
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last

year>s

Tiger

A gathering of this size
& great agget to the team

the

game>

and

it

ig

h0|ped

that mQre clemson people
decide to gQ up and join

will
tne

,conclave>
gQn

thus sweiiing the Clemranikg &t the big game

CLEMSON BACK GETS
LONG WANTED CHANCE

Last Saturday approximately
6000 football fans gathered at
Riggs Field to see the Clemson
Tigers smash out a 46 to 0
victory over the game hut completely outclassed P. C.
Blue
Stockings.
The
overwhelming
defeat of the Calvinists came as
a surprise to everyone. Clemson
had been conceded a victory by
possibly three touchdowns, but
before the final whistle the Bengal ball luggers had crossed the
last white stripe seven
times,
and this years team had oeen
stamped as the greatest that
Coach Neely has <put out since
he has been at Clemson.
Statistics of the game reveal
that Clemson made
17
first
downs while piling up 372 yards
gained. P. C. was able to make
only four first downs, one on a
penalty, in gaining 56
yards.
The Tiger team was held back
considerably by 9 penalties to
taling a 100 yards loss.
Clemson's
first
touchdown
came as a result of a 23 yard
pass from Bailey to McConnell,
a 7 yard line .plunge by Willis,
and a 19 yard jaunt by Bailey
for the counter.
The next counter came when
Loyell Bryant dashed 32 yards
in three plays to put the ball in
position for Dan Coleman to take
it across, fumble and let Curtiss Pennington fall on the oval
for a touchdown.
The Tigers scored again when
Magee scooted 12 yards around
end into the promised land, terminating a 44 yard march with
Davis, Willis, and McFadden doing most of the ball toting.
Pearson Flashes
In the third quarter came the
most spectacular <play of the day.
Red Pearson took a short punt
in the middle of the field, intrenched himself behind the interference of Willis and Simmons
and went merrily on his way for
a touchdown, the run being good
for 50 yards.
A little later, Bob Bailey, the
Florence flash, uncorked a 3 5
yard aerial heave to Don Willis
who was downed on the ten
yard line. A moment later Bailey
took off around end for another
six points.
Banks McFadden, the
Great
Falls Greyhound, made his way
into the touchdown parade by
trucking 15 yards to a counter
and, when the officials cailed
the ball back
and
penalized
Clemson lg yards for holding,
the long legged one duplicated
the feat of a moment before by
zooming around end for a touchdown.
Immediately following a pass
interception by Bru Trexler, and
a 14 yard dash by Magee, Dusty
Wiles passed over the goal line
to Grady Holman for the final
score, to give the game a storybook finish.
Although P. C. was badly outclassed, the work
of Boswell,
Caldwell, Hipp, and Holcombe
in the line and that of Dennard
and Home in the backfield was
outstanding.

Clemson,
Sept.—i A scrub
back who has spent three years
in Clemson's third team back- RILEY AND ANDERSON
field without entering a game
STUDY TAX PROBLEM
was sent int0 tne p
WII P<1 A NO HOI MAN
- C- game
SrPUQHvTnRF Saturday. After his long wait,
Mr. Ernest Riley, Ag. Ec. '37,
MAKE FLASHY btOKt Alfred «Red" Bethea ran up 27
yards in seven trips with the and Mr. P. M. Anderson, Ag,
E'c, are in Columbia securing inClemson, Sept.— An "off the tall
formation to be used in a study
record" play resulted in Clemof the tax system in South Carson's final touchdown Saturday
olina. Both Mr. Riley and Mr.
against P. C.
Bill Wiles, of MILLS TO SPEAK AT
STATE GRANGE MEET Anderson are employed on the
Columbia, was calling
signals
staff of the South Carolina Exwhen he heard the public addresser announced one minute to
Dr. W. H. Mills, Professor of periment Station
with
headplay.
To his roommate Grady Rural Sociology, will attend a quarters at Clemson College.
Holman,
of Blakely,
Georgia, state wide gathering of members
Wiles whispered: "Okay, Grady, of the Grange at Sumter, S. C,
Lanham
here goes that touchdown play on Thursday and Friday, SepBen T. Lanham, Agric. Econ.
we cooked up." Fifteen seconds tember 23 and 24. Dr. Mills will
later Holman gathered in Wiles speak at the meeting on Thurs- '37, has accepted a fellowship
18 yard pass and twisted five day on the subject of "Coopera- in Agric. Econ. at the University of Tennessee.
yards for the score.
tion."

GRIDGRAPH
For the benefit of the followers of Jess Neely's Bengal eleven, who are unable
to make the trek to New
Orleans to witness the clash
with Tulane's Greenies, a
Gridgraph will eb shown in
tthe College Auditorium, at
3 p. m. Saturday afternoon.
Through the facilities
of
Western Union, an accurate
play-by-play account will be
received direct from the Tulajne stjadium and flashed to
the spectators through the
medium of the realistic Gridgraph board. An admission
of 25 cents for adults and
ten cents for children will
be charged. Cadet|s will be
admitted for 10 cents also.

SCORING THREAT

A flame-thatched bundle
of dynamite from (Savannah,
Ga., Red Pearson is expected to be one of the Bengal's
principle
scoring
tjhreats
this
season.
His
flashy
running
attack
exhibited
against Presbyterian stamps
him as a man to watch.

FROSH MEET ERSKINE
IN SEASON'S OPENER
Husky

Newboy Squad
Get First Test

To

The Clemson freshman football squad—some forty strong—
are putting in iplenty of hard
work in preparation for their
opening game of the year with
the Erskine freshmen tomorrow
on Riggs Field.
This year's
edition of the cubs is one of
the strongest and heaviest in
recent years, and they should
have no trouble in running up
a sizable score against the Little
Flying
Fleet tomorrow.
The
Clemson freshman teams have
lost only one game in the last
two years and this team is being looked to to keep the record
up.
After the Erskine game
the Cubs will oppose Carolina,
P. C, Citadel, and Furman in
that order.
Coach Jones has made no definite choice for a starting team,
but men who are sure to see
service along with others are
Manness and Rion in the backfield and Wilson, Strobelot, and
Lancaster in the line.

BRYANT EXPECTED TO
FLASH AGAINST WAVE
Clemson, Sept.— When Clemson's Tigers invade New Orleans
next Saturday to meet Tulane's
powerful Green Wave, the Bengals hope to have Loyell (Bullet) Bryant, 168-pound speed
merchant from Carthago, Tennessee, in good condition for
the battle. Bryant was held back
with a leg injury against Presbyterian College, but he should
be in the backfield lending his
broken field ability to the Clemson attack next week.

TIGERS MEET WAVE SEASONJBDLINER
Continued from page 1)
Although Coach Neely is as
yet undecided as to the starting lineup against the Greenies,
it is probable that T. S. McConnell will start at one end
with Black or Payne at
the
other; Pennington and
Wyse,
Clemson's star defensive men
will probably be stationed at the
tackle positions with Bryant and
Payne or Simmons at guards.
The center ipost will probably
find Captain Harold Lewis getting the call with
letterman
Charlie Woods ready to relieve
him at anytime. In the backfield
will probably be alternate Captain Al Sanders at quarter; Bob
Bailey, triple threat man who
accounted for two touchdowns
against P. C, and Red Pearson
at the half back posts; and Don
Willis, the 200 pound powerhouse at fullback.
Tulane, with such backs as
Andrews, Flowers and Sauer,
have been picked by the grandstand quarterbacks to win Saturday, but everyone who remembers the Clemson-Georgia Tech
game of last year will not be
very much surprised if the Tigers spring another upset by taking the Greenies into camp.
Although the Clemson team
realizes that they are in for a
tough time Saturday, they are
in no way disheartened.
The
Neelymen are putting everything
they have in their practices and,
while they are not over confident by any means, they feel
that they have a good chanjce
to upset the Green Wave.

ORTERS GIVE PLAY
BY PLAY OFJ, C, TILT
Detailed Accout Of Opener
With Hosemen Related
By Scribes
Henderson of P. C. kicked off
to the Tigers defending the east
goal. Bailey fumbled, P. C. recovering
on
Bengal
27-yard
stripe.
Two P. C plays failed before
Home garnered four yards on
an
off-tackle
thrust.
Home
punted out on
Clemson's
7.
Bailey standing in the end zone
kicked 52 yards to Ritchie who
was downed after returning four
yards.
Failing to gain, Home of P.
C., punted out on the Clemson
36>, the Tigers gaining 28 yards
on tthe punt exchange.
Bailey's pass to Black was
knocked down. Pearson stumbled
on a reverse for no gain. Bailey on a spinner fumbled and
Hipp recovered for P. C. on the
Tiger 40.
Failing to gain, Home punted
to Bailey of Clemson who quick
kicked on the next play to the
Calvinist's 20. Home punted
short to the P. C. 43.
Pearson fumbled and recovered for no gain.
Bailey passed
to McConnell for 23 yards. Bailey lost ground on a partial fumble. Bailey passed to McConnell
for 21 yards, 11 yards
from
goal. Bailey on a cutback made
three. Payne and Bryant went
in at guards for Clemson. Willis
rammed center for seven. Willis
fumbled and recovered for three
yards lost.
Clemson was penalized fifteen yards for holding.
Bailey's pass to McConnell was
knocked down.
Bailey
went
over the final stripe standing
up on the next play. The placement was wide,
making
the
score 6 to 0.
Clemson kicked off.
Home
punted out on the Clemson's 45
Willis made one. Bailey quick
kicked into the end zone. Godfrey was stopped cold by Wyse.
Bailey took Home's kick at midfield and raced back to the 35.
Bryant replaced Bailey in the
Tiger backfield.
Bryant made
six yards on
the first play.
Bryant picked up fifteen more
(Continued on page seven)
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on the next play. Bryant added
eleven more before being replaced by Heatwole.
Coach Neely
evidently figured Bryant's leg
injury was not worth sacrificing
for yardage.
Heatwole picked
up a yard.
Coleman
plowed
center but fumbled.
Pennington recovered over goal for the
second Tiger touchdown.
The
extra point failed from placement, making the score 12-0,
Clemson.
The Bengals kicked
off to
Isom who lateraled to Dennard
for no gain, tackled on the P.
C. 20. Dennard failed to gain.
McFadden intercepted a pass on
the enemy 26.
Heatwole
snake-hipped
for
ten yards,
fumbled.
Caldwell
of P. C. recovering. McFadden
threw Dennard for a four-yard
loss. Home's punt fell out on
the P. C. 30.
Fumbles were
costly and Davis punted out on
the P.
C. 20 on the fourth
down. Griffin punted out to the
Tiger's 44. Davis hit tackle for
four.
Coleman
added
three
more. Davis chalked up a first
-down by slicing off tackle for
four yards. Davis and Coleman
alternated in taking the ball to
the P. C. 21. McFadden added
one more. Davis swept around
end for seven yards.
Magee
raced around the right flank
twelve yards for the third tally.
Willis converted the extra point
from placement to make the
score read, Clemson, 19; P. C., 0
On the kickoff Willis received
for the Tigers on the 20 yard
line and returned the ball 20
more to the 40.
Pearson and
Willis then collaborated to take
the ball to the Calvinists' 30
where Willis
fumbled.
There
Isom passed to Moore or 10
yards and a first down. Home
passed to Caldwell for another
first down on the Clemson 35
just as the half ended.
Between halves the crowd was
entertained by Clemson's crack
senior platoon, which showed
even more than past that it is
the crack fancy drill organization in the country. Its series
of maneuvers brought forth long
enthusiastic coments from the
spectators.
With the start of the second
half both teams had the same
lineups as they had at the start
of the game. P. C. kicked off,
Bailey receiving, and the ball
was returned to the 15. After
a play which returned no gain,
Bailey kicked to the Blues' 46 yard
stripe. Home attempted a quick
kick, which was blocked by
Payne and recovered for a 15
yard loss. The next punt went
to Red Pearson who showed
everyone his heels on a fifty
yard jaunt for a tourhdown behind the magnificent interference
of Simmons and Willis. He then
converted to make the score 26
to 0.
Again the Blues kicked off,
Home doing the booting. The
Tiger offense was stopped momentarily and Bailey kicked out
on the P. C 37. A pass Culp
to McSween was good for 15
Then Bailey intercepted another
Culp pass on his own 12 and
was immediately downed. Bailey
picked up three more through
the line and then kicked to his
47. On a reverse Home made
two and on a fake kick play
Culp passed to McSween but the
ball went over his head. Borne
again punted short to the Tiger
37.
Willis
immediately
smashed through for 12 in two
tries but the Bengals were penalized 15 for holding.
Bailey
kicked a beautiful ball to the
P. C. 24 to Isom. Reynolds of
the visitors lost a yard and
Home quick kicked back but
the Tigers were offside. Batchelor as thrown for three yad loss
and again Home kicked up to
his 44. Then the Tigers started
to move.
A pass,- Bailey to
Willis was good for 35 and in
no time the hall was in the
scoring zone. Then with Bailey
running aTOuad end with Willis
in the fore the Cats quickly scor-

ed their fifth touchdown. Pearson's accurate toe shot the ball
squarely between the uprights
and the score was 23 to 0.
No sooner had the Tigers gotten the ball again than they
marched back down to the payoff line with Banks McFadden,
brilliant sophomore back in the
limelight. He ran one play for
25 yards to the P. C. 15. Magee
failed on an end sweep and then
McFadden immediately ran the
ball over the goal, only to have
the play called back, whereupon
the Bengals were penalized 15
yards, however it seemed that
McFadden wanted six points badly for he ran around end on the
same play for thirty yards this
time, and there was no penalty.
Showing a marked imThe same McFadden converted
provement in his running
the point to run the score up to
and blocking ability, Dusty
40 to 0.
Wiles, Columbia's hope for
Again Home kicked off for
a representative on Coach
the Blues with Coleman on the
Neely's starting lineup is
receiving end, where he
was
fastly developing into one
tackled
on the
25.
Trexler
of the Bengals most valupounded out 17 yards for a
able backs. It is highly
first down and the play was callprobable that Wiles will see
ed back, the Clemson line being
service against
Tuhine's
offside.
Chovan kicked
back
Greenies tomorrow.
down the field. Trammell made
eight for the P. C. boys but they
kicked right back and followed
TIGER BACKS GAIN
a punting duel for a few minutes
Okurowski, the Jersey end with
Yards .gained by Tiger backthe name you sneeze, finally res'eld men:
covered a fumble on P. C.s 37.
McFadden—5 times—gained
Bethea a little sawed off, hard
57 yards
driving senior then made a first
Bryant—3 times—gained 32
down and drove through
for
yards
seven, to the P. C. 15. Here
Bethea—7 times—gained 28
for some reason P. C. was given
yards
back the ball.
Followed anPearson—3 times—gained 23
other punting duel with nothing
yards
spectacular happening until the
Coleman—8
times—gained
last minute of the game, when
22 yards
Trexler intercepted Culp's pass
Trexler—2 times—gained 20
for the Tigers on the midfield
yards
stripe and ran the pigskin to
Magee—5 times—gained 21
the enemy 35. Here Magee toted
yards
the ball around end for 14 yards
Bailey—6 times—gained 19
to the P. C. 21. Dusty Wiles
yards
then heaved a beautiful pass to
Davis—6 times—gained
17
Holman, who caught the ball in
yards
the end zone
for
seventh
Willis—6 times—gained 14
and last touchdown. Magee missyards
ed the point and the game endHeatwole—1 time—gained 2
ed a few seconds later with the
yards
score being 46 to 0, the highest
score in which tthe Tigers have
Clemson
P. C.
beaten Presbyterian in the long
17
First downs
4
history of their opening game
15
First down scrim. O
series.
2
First downs passes 4
Clemson (46
P. C. (O)
372
Total yds. gained 56
McConnell
,P ETBT ETE
267
Yds. from scrim.
16
LE
107
Yds. on passes
46
McConnell
„
Caldwell
8
Passes attempted 11
LT
4
Passes completed
4
Pennington
Evans
3
Passes intetrcepted O
I/G
39
Average on punts 24
Pritchett
Boswell
9
Fumbles
1
C
7
Fumbles recovered 3
Lewis
Henderson
100
Yds. lost on pent. 10
RG
Simmons
Strain
RT
H1 p
Wyse
P
RE
Black
McSween
QB
CU1D
Sanders
Appropriation To Greatly
HB
Aid Education DepartBailey
Reynolds
ments of College
HB
Rich
Pearson
Mr. Crandall of the Education
FB
Home Department
announced
today
Willis
that the state of South Carolina
had received $250,392.56 from
the federal government to be
used as salaries for teachers of
Agriculture,
Economics,
and
Trade and Industry.
This bill
providing for the use of these
funds for education, was introduced in the Senate by SenaAccording to the calculations tor George of Georgia, and in
madle by students in the class of the House of Representatives by
Public Finance, the annual ap- Congressman Reed, also of Georpropriation to Clemson College
requires only about five cents out gia.
This bill will cause a much
of ejach one hundred dollars propgreater
demand for teachers of
erty" tax paid in South Carolina.
The Department of Agricultu- industry in the state, and many
ral i Economics was able recently Clemson students should be able
to .furnish, at the request of the to find good teaching jobs as a
chairman of the State Tax Com- result of the bill. At present,
mittee information required by Clemson has 35 seniors and 60
tntj Legislative Committee of the juniors in the school of Educafl^iuse of Representatives con- tion,
cerning the effect of certain will be divided as follows:
The proceeds from the bill
changes in tax legislation. The
Agriculture
teachers—$115,Information was tabulated on
886.32.
ttye new Hollerith equipment and,
Economics
teachers—$99,af« a result, was ready about an
D.onr after the request was re- 181.72
Trade and Industry teachers—
vived. This 1B the type of service
tjnat the college Is always anxious $35,324.52
Total—11250,392.56
to'_ render to the public.

GEORGE-BEEN BILL TO
A D EDUCATION DEPT,

ECONOMISTS COLLECT
FINANCE STATISTICS

\
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Y.M.C.A. ANNOUNCES RUGLERS BAFFLED BY
INTRAMURAL SPORTS WAILING JIFJOOGHES

GIVEN BY TIGER SPORTS STAFF MEMBERS
(Continued on page six)
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Special Freshman Meet To
Continued from page 1)
Be Held In Near
Future
their Jew shop hangout.
Old
Dan, Major's dog, the ringleader
Besides the football games and was there with his right paw
the daily drills for varsity and dog. Bill Lippincott's
Boston
freshmen—hundreds of Clemson Bull and his stooges . . . Joe
cadets are daily participating in Shprman's dog Jet. the gang's
recreational and athletic activi- publicity manaeer: Collee. Sandy
ties.
and an unidentified Scotch terSeven hundred or more fresh- rier.
In an official statement
men have had swimming tests. made to the press.
old Dan
The great majority of these boys stated in so manv words, (he Is
are swimmers.
Some of them verv dnematie ahout such matare very good and quite a num- ters') that he and his henchmen
ber are excellent.
weTe dns-eone tired of the busrlSome of the Freshmen have ers antics and that thev would
made very good time in different cease their strike if thev were
swimming events, compared with naid hush money in the form of
some of our varsity swimmers. dog biscuit and t-bone steak.
It appears likely that the swimming team of next year will be style, one team to enter from
aided a lot by some of these each company.
A four man relav of 160 yds.
"Rats" who like to swim.
Mr. Fred Kirchner has an- Each man to swim 40 yards
Tf interested
in
nounced that a number of meets free stvle.
name
between Freshmen on the com- swimmi'ne—check vnnr
panies will be held soon. The with MY. Fred Kirchner at the
order of events requested by Mr. Tntra Mural office or with Mr.
Hnlt^endnrff at the Y.
Holtzendorff is a follows:
Srcmp new enulnmeut has been
40 yard free style—2 men
nnrnlinsod.
New
basVpthalls,
from eac hcompany
40 yard back stroke—2 men VOIIPVPOIIS. badminton, soft hails
and other enuiument von will
from each company
40 yard breast stroke—2 men want to use. Fein vnnr comnanv n"t out ETOOd teams. You
from each company
Diving—4 required dives in- will ha^e nlentv of fun. snme
clude: plain front dive,
plain fine healthful exercise and nrohback dive, front jack knife and ahlv w'u anmethinsr you nrize as
back jack, four optionaal dives. a trn^hv. T+s a fine way to make
A medley relay consisting of fripuils team wrvrk.
Cn-mTianv VOIIPV Ball and Basthree men.
One man to swim
40 yards back stroke, one man Itpfhall team W0Tk.
Tnurnnrnent.R and elimination,
to swim 40 yards breast stroke,
played.
Get
and the third member of each eamps will be
team to- swim 40 yards free ready.

Wear BONA ALLEN Shoes
They Look Good! They Wear Long! They Cost Less!
SOLD BY

—JUDGE KELLER—

1

Extra Long Blue Trenchcoats
Pennants and Belts
Week-End Bags
And a Line of General Merchandise

ANDERSON SERVICE STATION

Sinclair Products
Courteous and Efficient Service
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Clemson Uniforms are Made By
WILLIAM C ROWLAND, INC.
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Compliments of
CLEMSON COLLEGE LAUNDRY
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STANLEY COMPLETES
ARTContinued
WORKfromFOR
TAPS
page 1)

SEARS ROEBUCK PLAN
TO INCREASE AWARDS

Photographers Coming
The photographers are expected to be here on
September
twenty-seventh to begin taking
pictures for Taps.
Their work
will include views of the campus
that will show startling changes
in Clemson since last year, especially the new Ag building and
perhaps the long awaited, but
doubtful, tennis courts.
They
will also get a film's-eye view
of the faculty, Dr. Sikes, and
the military department. Then
they will start on the students
and accurately represent the appearance of the cadet corps of
Clemson, even down
to
the
Freshman's haircut.
Get That Picture
The corps is reminded "to beg,
steal, or borrow that best girl's
photo from back home, and have
it ready, since the selection of
the girls for the far-famed Taps
beauty section is only
a few
weeks off."
Prices for Taps space for each
class this year are announced as:
Seniors—?5.00
Juniors—$2.50
Sophomores—$2.00
Freshmen—$1.75
The manager requests that, the
Taps space charge be paid as
soon as possible
to eliminate
confusion later when the annual
is completed. The Junior Taps
Staff is being selected and will
be announced soon.
It is to
members of the Junior Staff that
Taps space is to be paid.
This year's book will .probably
be the largest volume ever printed, due to the great increase in
the size of the student body.
And the Taps staff, proposes to
make it not only the largest
but one of the better annuals.

Tentative Plans Call For
Two More Scholarships

EDUCATION MEN ARE
lNUUNSIANlUtMANO
Grads Are Placed In
Good Positions
Statistics concerning graduates
of the school of Education reveal that the members of the
Class of '37 have been placed
in an exceptionally short period
constantly
increasing
demand
for men trained in the fields ■ of
vocational,
industrial,
and
straight education.
A partial survey of the class
reveals that graduates majoring
in education nave received the
following positions: C. C. Gibson, Fulton High School,
Atlanta, Ga.; J. W. Rion, teacher
of science at Calhoun-Clemson
High; L. G. Kelly, Honea Path;
W. E. Mullinnix, Anderson, S.
C; W. W. Gettys, Gaffney, S.
C; and C. J. Lever, Chester.
Voc Ed Boys
Sttatistics show that the following men have obtained positions
as vocational
education
teachers
in these
respective
schools: M. P. Black, Orangeburg, S. C; E. B. Baskin, Asst.
County Agent, Kingstree, S. C;
L. S. Cloaninger, Brooklet, Ga.;
J. D. Cooley, Waco, Ga.; W. B.
Ezell, Ninety-Six, S. C; R. N.
Gambrell, Cades, S. C; J. E.
Ponder, Mauldin, S. C; T. A.
Stallworth, North, S. C; C. T.
S. Wilburn, Oakway, S. C; C.
S. McCallum, Director of Agriculture, Brevard College,
Brevard, N. C; W.
H.
Gibson,
Girard, Ga.; J. C. King, Olanta,
S. C.; A. D. Chapman, Fairplay,
S. C; H. E. Cochran, Greelyville, E. R. Timmerman, Belwood, N. C.; J. R. Hendricks,
Pelzer, S. C.; C. B. Alexander,
Lancaster, S. C; and J. W. McKinney, Starr, S. C.
Industrial Ed
Industrial Education jobs have
been obtained by: W. Bryce,
Whitmire, S. C.; R. M. McAdams
Morganton, N. C; J. T. Rhoden,
Edgefield Cotton Mill; J. R. Cannon, McMoll, S. C; H. A. Wood,
Ninety-Six, S. C; J. R. Windell,
Aiken, S. C.i and J. E. Riley,
Walterboro, S. C
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HEYWARD MAHON COMPANY

Sears, Roebuck, a»d Company,
awarders of twenty-five yearly
one-hundred dollar scholarships
at Clemson and at sixteen other
Greenville's Finest Store for Men
colleges in the "United States to
farm boys desirous of entering college, have made tentative plans to add two scholarUo
ships to the list now offered. It
has been proposed that
from
each group of twenty-five students, the freshman most outstanding scholastically be awarded two hundred dollars toward
his sohomore year's
expenses,
and thdt after the second year,
o
the outstanding sophomore be
~^n<
>n<
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awarded a five-hundred dollar
scholarship.
First Year To Aid
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This is the first year that a
group of South Carolina boys
has entered Clemson with the
aid of Sears, Roebuck, and Company scholarships. A similar
THE TIGER TEAM IS FAST, POWERFUL AND
group of students at Iowa State
College last year attracted the
attention of the faculty there
HAS PLENTY OF RESERVE STRENGTH!
and has proved itself well worthy
of aid.
Selections of Scholarship winners are made only from boys & That "GOOD GULF" GAS and OIL Has These Same
with previous farm
experience
Qualities, and Our Service is the Best!
and on a basis of need of financial assistance, high school record, and rating in a competitive examination given in the
early part of each summer.

Headquarters for Clemson Men

HAROLD

LEWIS,

brilliant

Clemson center, who heads the
Tiger team, is expected to urge
his team on to greater efforts in
stemming the tide of Tulane.

Faculty Men Write
Two Textile Texts
Two Books Are Sponsored
By Textile Foundation;
Willis Directs
Two new text books on textiles,
ROVING FRAMES, by
Willis, Eaton, and Moore, and
COTTON OPENING,
CLEANING AND PICKING, by Willis
and Moore, are recently off the
press.
Messrs. G. H. Dunlap,
Gaston Gage, W. G. Day, and
W. G. Blair, of the Clemson Textile School, assisted in the preparation of the technical sections of these books.
These texts are sponsored by
The Textile Foundation and were
prepared under the general supervision of a committee of textile school deans and under the
direct supervision
of H.
H.
Willis, Dean
of the
Clemson
Textile School.
Mr. R. K. Eaton is head of
the Department of Carding and
Spinning of the Clemson Textile School.
Miss Vernette B.
Moore is a specialist in educational methods.

LITERARY PRESIDENTS
ANNOUNCED PLANS
Calhoun And Palmetto Literary Societies Making
Rapid Progress

With a regular debating team
and participation in numerous
oratorical contests as the main
objectives for the year,
the
Clemson literary
societies, the
Calhoun and the Palmetto, start
their activities Thursday night,
September 23.
The teams for both oratorical
and debate engagements will be
made up of memers of both societies. Try-outs for these teams
will be held before November 1.
Clemson
College,
although
the largest in South Carolina,
has had no official debating team
in many years, and other than
participation in the State Oratorical contests and competition
for the Trustee's Medal, there
has been no actual
oratorical
meets at Clemson.
The program devised by the
leaders of the literary societies
includes selections of about fou*full debating teams, a few regular orators, and arranging debates and
oratorical
contests
with other schools. Clemson will
remain in the State Oratorical
Association, and will probably
enter other annual declamation
contests.
A record amount of
candidates for entrance into the
Literary Societies will provide
ample material for making this
program successful.
J. W. Adams, president of
How can a man come to know Calhoun Literaary Society, and
himself? Never by thinking, but R. W. Dorn, president of Palby doing. Try to do thy dutty metto Literary Society, both exand thou will know at once what I pect the most successful year in
Iciemson's literary history.
thou art worth.—Goethe.

COURTESY SERVICE STATION

Patterson
Mrs. Sue C. Patterson, Clerk
and Stenographer in the Dept.
of Agric. Econ. and Rural Sociology, since 1926, resigned her
position effective Sept. 1.
She
has been succeeded by Miss Beth
Anderson a graduate of Winthrop.

Located on the Greenville Highway
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L. C. Martin Drug Co., Inc.
P.

S.

McCOLLUM,

Owner

The Official College Book and Supply Store

Crosley, Emerson, Kaydette Radios
k-

Priced from $12.50 — Terms May Be Arranged

Sheafer and Parker Pens
/

Your Name Engraved in Gold/Free
/

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Sodas : Sundaes * Sandwiches
A Wonderful Variety of Nationally Advertised
Merchandise for You to Select From!

STUDENT CHECKS CASHED—NO EXCHANGE CHARGED

Make Our Store Your Headquarters
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